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The chemical industry is being reshaped by four major trends
▪Ongoing commoditization and margin erosion require chemical companies to focus on
portfolio optimization, co-innovation, and the selling of business value and outcomes instead
of just products, with the ultimate goal to deliver entirely new customer and consumer
experiences.
▪Digital is the new norm, with technologies such as the Internet of Things (IoT), machine
learning (ML), blockchain, the cloud, and analytics providing new opportunities for chemical
producers to cut costs by automating the back office and running low-touch operations.
▪As the playing field is being changed by disrupters coming in from all angles, chemical
companies are looking beyond traditional value chains and starting to compete in complex
ecosystems.
▪In a more and more dynamic world with mergers, acquisitions, and divestitures as key
vehicles for portfolio optimization and sustainable growth, strategic, market-driven agility has
become an imperative to survive and thrive.
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SAP´s CHEMICAL INDUSTRY VISION 2025

By 2025, chemical company revenue will depend on innovative products and
services that derive from new business models. These new models range from
relatively simple aftersales service offerings to complex outcome-as-a-service

models, and include programs to monetize corporate knowledge, intellectual
property and data assets. Increasingly, these new ways of doing business will rely
on real-time data sharing and collaboration with customers on new platforms,
supported by extended partner ecosystems.
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STRATEGIC INDUSTRY PRIORITIES FOR CHEMICAL COMPANIES TO
TRANSFORM THEIR BUSINESS
Sell Business Outcomes Instead of Just Products
Connect to and collaborate with your customers, understand and become part of their value chains,
–
and leverage digital technology to deliver innovative services, business outcomes, and unprecedented
customer experiences, instead of just selling products.

Simplify to Shrink Cycle Times
Run simulations and predictive models, enable real-time sense and response, and use IT and
–
operations technology integration and the IoT to reduce time to market, streamline operations,
maximize asset performance, and minimize rework.
Compete As an Ecosystem
Capitalize on open innovation, leverage extended manufacturing networks, go beyond the boundaries
–
of your existing value chain, and understand the needs of your customers’ customers. Adopt the
capability to flexibly redesign your network and relationships in line with market dynamics.
Adopt Strategic Agility in Response to Market Dynamics
Adjust your strategy and portfolio dynamically in response to market opportunities and needs, grow
–
rapidly into new markets or segments, and capitalize on mergers, acquisitions, and spin-offs to secure
continued growth in a challenging global environment.
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Chemicals Value Map 2019
Customer Engagement and CoInnovation

Integrated Operations
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Link (please use Chrome)

Core industry priorities

IoT Business and
Technology Services

Cross-enterprise supporting priorities

Technology and platform7
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Value based, digital industry roadmaps – structure
3 levels to connect coherently from thought leadership to capabilities, value and single innovations

Industry level

1

▪

Industry trends, priorities and role of SAP.

Business Value across Value Chain

2

▪

Recent and upcoming highlights as well as SAP’s
vision per business priority leading to the IE.

Solution/Capability and Innovation level

3
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▪

Recent and upcoming innovations for new and
enhanced capabilities.

Production Consumption UI
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Chemicals reference architecture
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Customers asked for clear guidance toward an intelligent enterprise
TODAY

Which solution
should be used
in which use
case?

Which
products do I
need?

What is the
business value
of innovation?

What is the
cost of a new
solution?

What industryspecific
guidance does
SAP offer?

What about
licenses?

✓
✓
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TOMORROW

GUIDANCE

✓

✓
✓

✓
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Transformation scenarios
Transform my landscape
With a future product map
SAP
TRANSFORMATION
NAVIGATOR
TODAY

SAP ERP-centric
landscape

Evolve my business
With new capabilities

FUTURE

SAP S/4HANAcentric landscape

Build my platform
With SAP’s digital portfolio
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Generates company-specific product map & guides
CUSTOMER INPUTS

TOOL OUTPUTS

Business guide – why?
Current product list

Value drivers
▪ Aspiration ranges
▪ Tracking KPIs
▪

Pre-filled from support profile

Business needs

Select | Navigate | Display | Share

▪

Selected from capability
catalog

▪
Products
(2,060)
Proof Points
(1,060)

IT-strategy
Prompted decision points,
such as cloud preference
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Technical guide – what?

▪

Industry reference map
Product recommendations
Decision points

Capabilities
(1,650)

Transformation guide – how?
Decision Points
(14,070)

Service
assignments
(>200)

Value Drivers
(>420)

Tracking
KPIs
(>400)

▪
▪
▪

Transition types
License policies
Services
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Join Us and our SAP Community Network!

http://www.sap.com/industries/chemicals.html
@SAPChemicals
SAP Community Expert Page
SAP Industries

Chemical Industry SAP User Group
SAP Women in Chemicals
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Thank you.
Contact information:

Dr. Marko Lange
Solution Manager, IBU
Chemicals, Industry Business Solutions
T: +49.6227.7.47943
M: +49.170.8555608
E: marko.lange@sap.com

Follow us

www.sap.com/contactsap
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